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Rogue 5-Piece Complete Drum
Set Black

L.A. Gang
Firebombed Black
Neighbors to Get
Them ‘Out of the
Neighborhood’
The Latino Big Hazard gang wanted to keep
black people out of its public housing
complex—and threw Molotov cocktails into
four apartments to do it, prosecutors allege.
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Gilles Mingasson/GettyTwo years after seven do-or-
die loyals of one of L.A.’s
original Latino gangs
allegedly tossed Molotov
cocktails into their neighbors’
homes to “get the n—-ers out
of the neighborhood,” the law
finally caught up with them.

On Thursday, the feds
unsealed what is being called
the one of “largest civil rights
indictments in local history,”
alleging that the gang
members ruthlessly waged a
race-fueled campaign against
innocent African American
families—all with young
children—to get them off
their prized turf.

The pyrotechnic perpetrators,
members of the storied Big
Hazard or Hazard Grande
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gang, include Carlos
Hernandez, 31, known by his
street names “Creeper” or
“Rider”; and his 25-year-old
counterpart Francisco Farias,
who goes by the moniker
“Bones.”

The two alleged ringleaders
face a maximum of “life in
prison,” according to the
court papers. His associates
face conspiracy charges of
violating civil rights as well as
using fire and explosives,
aiding and abetting,
attempted arson of federal
property, using fire and
carrying explosives, violent
crime in aid of racketeering,
and interference with housing
rights.

Five other accused 20-
something co-conspirators
named in the Boyle Heights
hate crime are Jose “Lil’ Moe”
Saucedo, Josue “Malo”
Gribay, Edwin “Boogie” Felix,
Jonathan “Pelon” Portillo,
and Joel “Gallo” Monarrez.

According to the 25-page
indictment, all seven of the
suspects, as well as “other
members and associates of
the Big Hazard gang known
and unknown to the Grand
Jury,” got together sometime
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in May 2014 to hatch the
hellraising.

It was the duty of all Big
Hazard gangbangers to keep
their territory—the post-
World War II public housing
buildings known as Ramona
Gardens, near Hazard Park—
free from African-Americans,
prosecutors allege.

Big Hazard was founded back
in the 1940s and has about
350 members. The gang,
which has adopted the
biohazard symbol, is staunch
allies with the “Mexican
Mafia,” or “La Eme,” and
believes its duty is to wield its
“authority over its territory,”
according to the criminal
document.

For seven decades, the gang
has earned a rep with law
enforcement agencies for
committing extortion,
robbery and running dope
from its Ramona Gardens
HQ.
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According to the criminal
complaint, the gang imposed
“unwritten rules regarding
the control of Hazard
territory, including that
African-American residents
reside in Ramona Gardens at
the pleasure of Hazard.”
Should any black tenants
“offend” any Hazard
members, they faced
“retaliation and expulsion
from Ramona Gardens.”

It wasn’t just African
Americans who were warned,
according to the criminal
document. Mixed-race
tenants were considered
instant outsiders and were
always on notice. “Members
of the Hazard gang…would
confront African American
residents, including mixed-
race children, and
individually and collectively
threaten them by telling them
that they were not welcome in
Hazard gang territory,
namely Ramona Gardens,
and that they risked harm if
they remained as residents.”

Putting heat behind the
threats, Hernandez allegedly
led his crew to perform an
eviction by smoking the
families out of their homes,
telling his six counterparts
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“they were going to use
Molotov cocktails to
firebomb” homes where
African-American families
were residing.

RELATED IN U.S. NEWS

Their May meeting was the
first of several sessions to tool
up and plan their explosive
villainy.

On May 11, 2014, which also
happened to be Mother’s Day,
Hernandez and other Big
Hazard gangsters “met at a
gang location in Hazard
territory to prepare for the
firebombing…” the criminal
complaint alleges.

Hernandez, as the alpha
leader, allegedly “distributed
disguises, gloves, and
materials for the firebombs”
to his fellow gang members,
and they were all supposed to
be inspired by the mission:
the firebombing was to “get
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the n—-ers out of the
neighborhood,” he allegedly
told them.

Each was assigned duties,
which included breaking
windows “to make clean
entries,” then “igniting the
firebombs” and “throwing the
firebombs into the residences
through the broken windows
in order to maximize
damage,” the complaint
allegedly.

The craven crooks allegedly
tried to stump detectives by
committing the arson without
a trace. They “deliberately left
behind their cellular
telephones prior to engaging
in the firebombing in order to
thwart law enforcement’s
ability to track their
movements,” the papers
allege.

At around midnight the
following day, Hernandez,
packing a semi-automatic
pistol, was behind the wheel
of a “used stolen van to
transport” the marauders.
They allegedly moved in
stealth mode to circumvent
the surveillance cameras at
the federal housing project.
According to the complaint,
Hernandez and company
drove the hot van “via route
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where they knew the security
cameras inside of Ramona
Gardens would be unable to
record them” as they engaged
in their wrath.

The Big Hazard Seven struck
four homes that night, the
papers say.

The first firebomb was tossed
inside an apartment, where a
mother was cuddling with her
baby as her four other
children lay fast asleep in the
the bedrooms. The shards of
glass smashed to the floor,
and the firebomb landed
where the mother and baby
had been lying—she had
moved when she heard the
window break.

Another nearby unit,
according to the complaint,
was hit in sequence. Inside
were two adults and “minor
children.”

Hernandez himself allegedly
went for the third apartment,
where an elderly adult and
grandchildren lived.

Apparently Hernandez
bungled his own firebomb
operation and miraculously,
every targeted victim escaped
unscathed.
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He was successful in breaking
the window of the apartment,
but when he tried to toss the
Molotov cocktail, he “cut his
right arm on the broken glass,
causing it to bleed
profusely…”

The accused firebomber
would later have to be rushed
to White Memorial Hospital
to stem the bleeding from his
right arm, the complaint
states.

While the Hazard crew’s
alleged handiwork remained
shrouded in secrecy, the FBI
and LAPD, along with the
ATF and IRS, moved in on
the gang during the predawn
hours of Dec. 11, 2014 in what
was dubbed Operation
Resident Evil. Law
enforcement raided Ramona
Gardens and rounded up
almost 30 alleged gang
members and slapped them
with a slew of charges,
including racketeering, which
carry heavy prison sentences.

Back then the indictment
recorded in grave detail the
blatant hate Big Hazard
unleashed against outsiders,
and especially African-
Americans, allegedly tagging
graffiti: “Vario BHR no
blacks.”
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This week’s bust marks a
major one-two counterpunch
for law enforcement.

Principal Deputy Assistant
Attorney General Vanita
Gupta, who heads the DOJ’s
Civil Rights Division, didn’t
mince words. “This is a hate
crime,” she said in a
statement. “Such violence
and intimidation have no
place in our society.”
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Task Force
Increasingly Ignores
Trump
The president encouraged protests against
his own administration’s public-health
policies. And his team greeted it with a
collective shoulder shrug.

Asawin Suebsaeng, Erin Banco, Sam Stein
Updated Apr. ,  :AM ET 
Published Apr. ,  :PM ET 

As the country enters its
second month of a social
lockdown and shuttered
economy, the White House’s
coronavirus response has
diverged into two camps: one
that defends whatever the
president has chosen to care
about or watch on TV, and
another that actively works to
ignore and paper over those
excesses.

The most recent, glaring
example of that wild
discrepancy came over the
weekend, when Trump began
encouraging protests against
stay-at-home orders overseen
by Democratic governors in
several states. The president’s
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messaging took on the
language of uprising, calling
on these states to be
“LIBERATE[D],” with some
of his loudest allies and
friendly media personalities
immediately joining the
chorus.

But within Trump’s
coronavirus task force, his
latest Twitter outburst is
being treated as simply
another speed bump.
Trump’s own aides and
officials are aware that the
president’s missives are at
odds with the
recommendations embraced
by his top public-health
experts. But rather than
correct the record or even
push back internally, they
have tried to proceed as if the
president didn’t just do what
he had so clearly done.

“It is a pain in the ass
sometimes, for sure,” said a
senior official working with
the task force. “There isn't
much more [some of us] can
do in that, except continue
making sound policy
recommendations and hope
they sink in. Sometimes the
president backs off on some
things, sometimes he doesn’t.
It’s his call.”
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What once was a task force
hyper-focused on being in
lock-step with the president
for fear of drawing his ire is
now a team operating on a
parallel but separate track:
working to ameliorate a
public-health crisis despite
Trump pushing policies that
scientists say could make that
task harder.

“It’s bipolar down there,”
Connecticut Gov. Ned
Lamont said of the
administration’s response in
an interview with MSNBC on
Monday. “We had a good,
constructive meeting with the
vice president’s commission…
Then you hear the press
conference of the president.
You sometimes feel like the
governors are being used as a
campaign prop.”

The administration’s
approach is not without its
risks. Across the country,
protests have erupted outside
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various statehouses
demanding that lawmakers
lift the harsh social-
distancing restrictions put in
place to stop the virus’ spread
—a demand that, if met, could
lead to a spike in new
infections, experts warn. 

The number of actual
protesters appears relatively
small. But with the president
amplifying their message, the
likelihood that they become a
more potent cultural and
political force has grown. On
Monday, Gov. Brian Kemp
(R-GA) announced that he
would soon be reopening
various social and economic
functions in his state,
including restaurants, gyms,
theaters and even bowling
alleys. The same day, the
Republican Party of Virginia
formally embraced the
president’s “liberate” tweet.
And in Pennsylvania, at least
two elected officials spoke at
protests. 

“The main issue that we are
talking about through this
and what my speech had to
deal with is let’s follow
guidelines,” one of those
speakers, State Rep. Aaron
Bernstine (R-PA), told The
Daily Beast. “But following
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those guidelines doesn’t
mean destroying livelihoods.”

“No doubt about it, you could
have those situations,”
Bernstine said of the
possibility of more infections
resulting from reopening
society. “But I believe there is
a way to get people back to
work, safely.” You can stick to
certain social distancing and
public safety measures, he
added. But “people also make
those wise decisions for
themselves. They don’t want
to put their family in danger.”

As protests continue to
spread throughout the U.S.,
officials working with the
administration’s coronavirus
task force say the team has
tried not to engage with the
president on the issue. One
U.S. official told The Daily
Beast that the task force was
“not discussing” the protests
because it was “up to the
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states” to draft their own
guidelines on reopening their
local economies. Another
official said the task force is
instead focusing on things
like ramping up testing and
delivering medical supplies
and personal protective
equipment in an effort to not
only try and slow the rate of
infection but also ensure the
country is prepared for a
possible second wave of
COVID-19 infections later
this year.

The split between some of the
task force and the president
in recent days underscores
the extent to which Trump’s
antics have alienated officials
in his own administration
even as coronavirus-related
deaths have blown past
40,000 in the United States.

One White House
spokesperson said the
president was using “a data-
driven, phased approach” to
reopening the economy,
pointing to statistics gathered
by Deborah Birx that outline
which states are experiencing
a decrease in daily infection
rates and hospitalizations. So
far, though, some of the task-
force officials, including Birx,
have refrained from
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advocating publicly for the
loosening of social-distancing
guidelines.

States throughout the country
are continuing to implore
citizens to adhere to social-
distancing guidelines. In the
Northeast—where the
coronavirus has killed tens of
thousands of people—
governors are pushing back
against the president’s efforts
to reopen the economy next
month. Gov. Andrew Cuomo,
who will be meeting with
Trump on Tuesday, has
repeatedly said in recent
press conferences that more
testing needs to be done
before he can safely send New
Yorkers back to work.

Trump’s own task-force
officials have supported the
call for additional testing as
well. At a press briefing
Monday evening, Birx said
the U.S. not only needs to
continue to ramp up testing,
but to also ensure that testing
is accurate. And Anthony
Fauci, the government’s
leading official on infectious
diseases, said Sunday that
“unless we get the virus under
control, the real recovery
economically is not going to
happen.”
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Among certain members of
the president’s political team,
there is also a sober
acknowledgement that the
risks Fauci has routinely
discussed could be measured
electorally as well as
medically. Any effort to open
up the country that resulted
in a re-emergence of cases in
the colder months leading up
to Election Day would likely
end up in blame being
directed squarely at the
president. 

But Trump has already
rationalized such a scenario
and devised a way through it.
Two people who’ve spoken to
him about this in recent days
told The Daily Beast that
when the topic came up, he
immediately began riffing on
how he has the “best people”
or a “tremendous team” to
deal with another big wave if
it hits in the fall. One of these
sources mentioned that
Trump said he and his team
would “crush” a possible
second wave of the virus, just
like (as he believes) he and
his team did with the first
one.

So far, Trump’s handling of
the pandemic has been
roundly censured by
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numerous experts and public-
health professionals who
have criticized the president
and his administration for
conducting a sluggish, and at
times chaotic, response to the
deadly crisis.
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